CATTLE FINISHING
RATIONS

COMPLETE GRAIN RATIONS
Maximise finishing potential, cost effectively
Top Country specialises in complete grain mashes that combine rolled grains, effective fibre, protein meals, buffers and minerals.
Our Starter and Finisher rations combine the use of buffers and roughage to allow a steady and safe introduction to grain feeding,
therefore reducing the risk of acidosis, gorging and bloat dramatically. It is recommended that cattle are put onto good quality hay
and have a full rumen for around 3 days prior to starting any grain program. This feeding program can be fed in the paddock or
in a feedlot situation; consumptions are targeted at 2.5-2.7% bodyweight. The size of the paddock and the quantity & quality of
roughage available can alter consumptions.

 صAchieve high weight gains and improve fat cover and carcass quality.
 صOpens opportunities to finish stock when pasture quality and/or quantity are low
 صComplete and balanced feed so can be fed on its own
 صHighly palatable so that consistent results are achieved
 صIdeal for use in self feeders and can be bulk delivered straight into your feeders for ease of management
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Starting cattle on grain as it has high
levels of fibre; Extending Dry Feed

13

12.0

4

21

Top Starter 2

Feeding in the paddock with hayed off
feed; more grain less fibre

14

12.8

4

17

Top Finisher

For quicker turnoffs; use after starter
rations

13

13

3.7

14

Top Beef Concentrate

Medicated mineral & vitamin feedlot
concentrate

49

4.5

4.55

5.8
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PRODUCTION
FEEDS

SELT LIMITING PADDOCK PRODUCTION FEEDS
For increasing growth rates and finish on pasture
Top Country offers a range of protein meal-based production feeds with low to moderate grain inclusions that are designed to be
fed with pasture or hay.

 صAffordable and cost effective
 صSelf-regulating with intake targeted at 0.5% to 1% bodyweight
 صSafe and balanced, providing a full complement of vitamins and minerals
 صPerfect for spike feeding heifers prior to joining
 صGrow backgrounding cattle up to feedlot entry weight during winter
 صHelps to extend grazing life of oats and forage crops
 صImproves utilization of pastures and maximizes dry matter intake
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Green Feed, Extending Dry Feed

23

12

5

<1

Top Grower

Hayed off Feed

27

10.8

4.6

1

Top Production

Bulk Dry Feed

42

10.2

4.7

2.5
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